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Every one must necessarily admit
that up to the present time the entire
burden the claimed contract has
been borne by the Government,
has expended about 7,000,000.00 on
this project without any except

small amount repaid by the Califor-
nia lands. The vrater users on the
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less than the cost of operation and
maintenance. I am not very

with many of the other projects,
but it is probable that very few of

them have received such considera-

tion.
It is generally expected that the Sec-

retary will, during the present year,
issue public notice fixing the buildin?
charge for lands under the Yuma pro-

ject in Arizona. In fixing such charge,
he must be guided by the law and by

the information at his command. I

am sure that, regardless of the atti-

tude of the Water Users' Association,
he will do what he can in relieving
the project from charges that appear
on the books as the project costs, but
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public
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Up to the present time, the. only con-

sideration given by the water useis
in such contract, exists, is tne
lien placed upon their lands guarantee-
ing payment of the construction
charge. It is possible the govern
ment, to protect the people from the
certain bankruptcy that will
from an expensive law suit,
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NOT BOTHER ABOUT YOUR OWN
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tract: The Yuma Daily Examiner
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from Tucson io El Paso through these..
cities. Naturally, Mr. Barnes is fight-
ing to have it sent east via Benson,;
Deming and Lordsburg over his own
line.

Yuma has been asked to help Bistieo. ."

get the bell but has refused to take
a hand in tLe controversy.
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